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Creating a database using COD

You can create an operational database in your registered environment using Cloudera Operational Database (COD).

About this task

Required role: You must be logged into the COD as an ODAdmin.

Before you begin

• Understand CDP environment and user management. For more information, see User Management and CDP
Environments topics.

• Set up an environment that gives you credential and cloud storage.
• Ensure you are authorized to create a database.

Procedure

1. In the COD web interface, click Create Database.

2. Select the environment from the list in which you want to have the database.

3. Provide a name for the database in the Database Name field.

4. Select the storage type as Cloud Storage or HDFS.

• The storage type HDFS is equivalent to using --use-hdfs option on CDP CLI while creating an operational
database.

• The storage type Cloud Storage, which resembles block storage, is equivalent to using --no-use-hdfs option on
CDP CLI while creating an operational database.

By default, Cloud Storage is selected.

Note:  The storage type Cloud Storage is available on GCP environments only when you have the COD_
ON_GCP entitlement.

5. Define a scale for your database using a predefined Data Lake template.

The template helps you to structure your database automatically thereby saving your time and cost. COD creates
the predefined number of LITE or HEAVY gateway and master nodes, a set of worker nodes, and also adds
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additional functionalists into the new database. In case you need to modify the default number of nodes defined in
the template, you can do so after the database creation.

The available templates are Micro Duty, Light Duty and Medium Duty. By default, Light Duty is selected.

You can create a small database using the Micro Duty template, which consists of one Gateway node and one
Worker node. In a Micro database, the Gateway node carries out the processes involved in the Master or Leader
nodes. You can consider using a Micro cluster for your testing and development purposes.

Alternatively, you can use the following command using CDP CLI to create an operational database of Micro
Duty scale type.

cdp opdb create-database --environment-name <environment_name> --database-name
<database_name> ---scale-type MICRO

For example,

cdp opdb create-database --environment-name cod7215 --database-name test
env ---scale-type MICRO

6. Click Create Database.

Results
Information page is displayed that shows the status of the database. Your new database is ready to be used once its
status becomes Available.

Note:  Your database starts with a fixed size, but it will scale up and down as the workload applied to the
database changes. For more information, see Auto Scaling topic.

Related Information
COD edge node overview

COD User Management

CDP Environments

COD Auto Scaling

COD CLI command reference GitHub repository

CDP CLI BETA command reference GitHub repository

Upgrading a database using COD

Learn how to upgrade your existing Cloudera Operational Database (COD) in the CDP environment.

About this task

• You need to use the CDP Beta CLI and run the upgrade-database command to upgrade your database.
• Required role: You must be logged into the COD as an ODAdmin.
• To use COD on a GCP environment, you must do it through CDP CLI with --use-hdfs flag.
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Before you begin

• Before you perform the COD upgrade: In the Cloudera Manager properties, increase the omid_max_heap_size
property for the Omid service to at least 3GB before starting the upgrade from 7.2.9/7.2.10 to 7.2.11:

• Understand CDP environment and user management. For more information, see User Management and CDP
Environments topics.

• Ensure you are authorized to upgrade a database.
• You must download and install the latest CDP CLI beta version.

Procedure

1. Log in to the CDP CLI tool.

2. Run the following command to upgrade the database.

This command upgrades an operational database in an environment to a given Runtime:

cdp opdb upgrade-database --environment <environment-name> --database <database-
name> --runtime <runtime-version> [--os-upgrade-only | --no-os-upgrade only]

Option Description

--environment (string) The name or CRN of the environment.

--database <value> The name or CRN of the database.

--runtime <value> The runtime version to upgrade to.

[--os-upgrade-only | --no-os-upgrade-only] Controls whether to perform only an Operating System
upgrade.

Related Information
COD User Management

CDP Environments

COD CLI command reference GitHub repository

CDP CLI BETA command reference GitHub repository

Changing database status using COD

After you create an operational database, you can start, stop, or drop the database using the Cloudera Operational
Database (COD) user interface.

About this task

Required role: You must be logged into the COD as an ODAdmin

Procedure

1. In the COD web interface, select the Databases tab.

2. Find the database you want to manage.
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3. In the row of the selected database, click Actions and select one of the following actions:

• Start Database - Starting the database. When you create a new database, it is initially started by default.
• Stop Database - Stopping the database and the underlying instances.
• Drop Database - Dropping the database and deleting all the data that is stored in that database. However, your

SDX Data Lake continues to exist and you can create another database using the same Data Lake.

Related Information
Start database

Start database-Beta

Stop database

Start database-Beta

Drop database

Drop database-Beta

Launching hbase shell

To launch the hbase shell and use it with Cloudera Operational Database (COD), you have to create an edge node
with a configured HBase client tarball.

Before you begin

Configure an edge node. For more information, see COD edge node overview.

Procedure

1. In your COD web interface navigate to  Connect  HBase Client Tarball .
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2. Add your Hbase Client Tarball and HBase Client Configuration.

a) Download hbase-client-tarball.tar.gz and extract it to a location on the edge node. This is your
"HBASE_HOME".

b) Download the client configuration using the curl command.
c) Extract the client configuration zip file, and move the contained hbase-conf directory to "HBASE_HOME"

with the name conf (instead of hbase-conf).

3. Launch the hbase shell.

$ kinit [***cdp_workload_user***]
Password: ********
$ export HBASE_HOME=hbase-2…
$ cd $HBASE_HOME
$ ./bin/hbase shell

4. Validate you can connect through hbase shell.

Use the list command in hbase shell to list all tables.
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5. Add yarn configuration to hbase configuration.

a) Navigate to  Connect  HBase Client Tarball  and expand the YARN Configuration section..
b) Download the yarn-config.zip file.
c) Add the files from yarn-conf to "HBASE_HOME"/conf.
d) Download the TLS truststore and remember where you place it.
e) Update the ssl-client.xml file with the TLS TRuststore details.
f) Ensure that in the ssl-client.xml file the ssl.client.trustore.location points to the cod-truststore.jks you have

downloaded in step d.
g) Ensure that the ssl.client.truststore.password matches the TLS Truststore Password.

Note:  If you plan to use the hbck2 command on COD client side, set the HBASE_CLASSPATH
environment variable pointing to the HBase client tarball lib directory as follows:

export HBASE_CLASSPATH=/<HBase_client_tarball_location>/hbase-client-
tarball/lib/:

Results
You have an edge node with configured HBase client tarball and you can launch the hbase shell.
Related Information
COD edge node overview

Importing and restoring data into COD database

You can import your data into your Cloudera Operational Database (COD) database by restoring your HBase table
into COD.

Before you begin

• Have a location in cloud storage (for example, S3 or ABFS) with an exported snapshot in it, and have the name of
the snapshot.

If you do not already have an exported HBase snapshot, you can export your data to cloud storage using the
following command:

hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.snapshot.ExportSnapshot -snaps
hot [***SNAPSHOT NAME***] -copy-to [***CLOUD STORAGE LOCATION***] -mappers
 10

For example, the data-from-onprem snapshot can be exported into s3a://cod-external-bucket/hbase:

hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.snapshot.ExportSnapshot -snapshot data-from-
onprem -copy-to s3a://cod-external-bucket/hbase -mappers 10
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• Have and edge node with a configured HBase client tarball and know how to launch the hbase shell from it. For
more information, see Launching HBase shell.

Procedure

1. Get your CLOUD STORAGE LOCATION for your COD database using the COD web interface.
s3a://my_cod_bucket/cod-12345/hbase

2. Add your bucket to the IAM policy used by IDBroker.

For more information, see one of the following documentation:

• AWS Environments: Minimal setup for cloud storage
• Azure Environment: Minimal setup for cloud storage

3. Launch the hbase shell from the edge node.

For more information, see Launching HBase shell.

4. From the edge node, run the ExportSnapshot command. Use the external bucket as the source location and the
COD cloud storage as the target.

For example:

$ cd $HBASE_HOME
$ ./bin/hbase org.apache.hadoop.hbase.snapshot.ExportSnapshot -snapshot
 “data-from-onprem” --copy-from s3a://cod-external-bucket/hbase --copy-to
 s3a://my_cod_bucket/cod-12345/hbase

5. Use the list_snapshots command and verify that your snapshot is listed.

$ cd $HBASE_HOME
$ ./bin/hbase shell
$ hbase> list_snapshots
[‘snapshot_name’]

6. Use the restore_snapshot or the clone_snapshot command to reconstitute the table.

Warning:  The restore_snapshot command overwrites an existing table.

• restore_snapshot: Overwrites current table state with that of the snapshot. It means that any data modification
applied after the snapshot was taken would be lost. If the table does not exist in the given cluster, the command
automatically creates it.

• clone_snapshot: Accepts a new table name for the table in which it restores the table schema and data.

7. Validate that all rows are present in the table using the hbase       rowcounter or count command in the hbase shell.

Related Information
Launching hbase shell
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Backing up a COD table

You can backup your Cloudera Operational Database (COD) table by creating a snapshot of the table and exporting it
to your S3, HDFS, or ABFS bucket.

About this task
Create snapshot command takes a snapshot of the HBase table, exports the snapshot to the specified storage location,
and deletes the snapshot from HBase after the export to the specified storage location is successful.

Before you begin

• Ensure that you have access to the location where you want to take the backup of the table.
• You have an S3 or ABFS bucket which you want to use to backup an HBase table in COD. For example: s3a://co

d-backups/hbase
• You have an edge node configured for your COD database. For more information, see Configure Edge Nodes.

Procedure

1. Run the following command using cdpcli-beta.

cdp opdb create-snapshot --environment-name ENVIRONMENT_NAME --database-
name DATABASE_NAME --table-name TABLE_NAME --snapshot-name SNAPSHOT_NAME --
snapshot-location SNAPSHOT_LOCATION

For example,

cdp opdb create-snapshot --environment-name odx-wgel6j --database-name j
pfy --table-name table_6uf7xt --snapshot-name s1 --snapshot-location s3a
://cod-7215/cod--yq3p370r6qro/backupdata

JSON output:

{
    "environmentName": "odx-wgel6j",
    "databaseName": "jpfy",
    "status": "IN_PROGRESS",
    "creationTime": 0,
    "commandID": 1546336350
}

2. Validate that the snapshot and data is present using the list-snapshots command.

The following command lists the snapshots created in the environment against the COD database filters like table
name, command ID, and time range.

cdp opdb list-snapshots --environment-name ENVIRONMENT_NAME --database-
name DATABASE_NAME [--table-name TABLE_NAME] [--command-id COMMAND_ID] [--from-
creation-time FROM_CREATION_TIME] [--to-creation-time TO_CREATION_TIME]

Examples

Without filters

cdp opdb list-snapshots  --environment-name odx-wgel6j --database-name j
pfy
{
    "environmentName": "odx-wgel6j",
    "databaseName": "jpfy",
    "snapshots": [
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        {
            "tableName": "table_tob8vc",
            "snapshotName": "snapshot3_table_tob8vc",
            "creationTime": 1662014265011,
            "status": "SUCCESSFUL",
            "commandID": 1546336058,
            "snapshotLocation": "abfs://qedailynat-filesystem@qedailynat
storageaccount.dfs.core.windows.net/cod-rtzupxh843ua/hbase"
        },
        {
            "tableName": "table_tob8vc",
            "snapshotName": "snapshot2_table_tob8vc",
            "creationTime": 1662014023725,
            "status": "SUCCESSFUL",
            "commandID": 1546336035,
            "snapshotLocation": "abfs://qedailynat-filesystem@qedailynat
storageaccount.dfs.core.windows.net/cod-rtzupxh843ua/hbase"
        },
        {
            "tableName": "table_tob8vc",
            "snapshotName": "snapshot1_table_tob8vc",
            "creationTime": 1662013782370,
            "status": "DELETED",
            "commandID": 1546336077,
            "snapshotLocation": "abfs://qedailynat-filesystem@qedailyna
tstorageaccount.dfs.core.windows.net/cod-rtzupxh843ua/hbase"
        },
        {
            "tableName": "table_lpirwy",
            "snapshotName": "snapshot_table_lpirwy",
            "creationTime": 1662013568312,
            "status": "DELETED",
            "commandID": 1546336004,
            "snapshotLocation": "abfs://qedailynat-filesystem@qedailyna
tstorageaccount.dfs.core.windows.net/cod-rtzupxh843ua/hbase"
        }
]
}

With command ID filter

$ cdp opdb list-snapshots  --environment-name odx-wgel6j --database-name
 jpfy --command-id 1546336385
{
    "environmentName": "odx-wgel6j",
    "databaseName": "jpfy",
    "snapshots": [
        {
            "tableName": "table_6uf7xt",
            "snapshotName": "s2",
            "creationTime": 1662035967244,
            "status": "SUCCESSFUL",
            "commandID": 1546336385,
            "snapshotLocation": "abfs://qedailynat-filesystem@qedailyna
tstorageaccount.dfs.core.windows.net/cod-rtzupxh843ua/hbase/"
        }
    ]
}

With table name filter

$ cdp opdb list-snapshots  --environment-name odx-wgel6j --database-name
 jpfy --table-name table_6uf7xt
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{
    "environmentName": "odx-wgel6j",
    "databaseName": "jpfy",
    "snapshots": [
        {
            "tableName": "table_6uf7xt",
            "snapshotName": "s2",
            "creationTime": 0,
            "status": "SUCCESSFUL",
            "commandID": 1546336385,
            "snapshotLocation": "abfs://qedailynat-filesystem@qedailynats
torageaccount.dfs.core.windows.net/cod-rtzupxh843ua/hbase/"
        }
    ]
}

Related Information
Launching hbase shell

Create snapshot

List snapshot

Scaling COD instances vertically

You can scale up a COD cluster vertically, which means upgrading a COD cluster from a LIGHT duty to a HEAVY
duty instance type. You can only upgrade COD clusters belonging to the Gateway and Master nodes.

About this task

Selecting a larger instance type adds more vCPU and/or RAM to your instances. You can scale up instances from
LIGHT to HEAVY using the CDP CLI command tool.

Before you begin

• You must stop the COD cluster before you vertically scale any of the instances.
• You must grant CDP_CB_AWS_VERTICAL_SCALE entitlement for the specific tenant.
• You must stop EBS-backed instances before scaling. Vertical scaling is supported on AWS only. See Change the

instance type in AWS documentation for more information.
• You must ensure that the COD clusters belong only to Gateway nodes or Master nodes.
• You must download and install the latest CDP CLI beta version.

Procedure

1. Log in to the CDP CLI command tool.

2. Run the following command.

cdp opdb update-database --environment <environment_name> --database
<database_name> -–vertical-scale <Group_type_for_the_database_nodes>

The following are the possible values for the group type for the database nodes:

• GATEWAY: Value of the group variable as GATEWAY.
• MASTER: Value of the group variable as MASTER.

For example,

cdp opdb update-database --environment-name cod-7216-micro10 --database-
name odx2408 --vertical-scale MASTER
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What to do next

Start the cluster after you have vertically scaled it. You can also configure the services on the cluster to use the
additional or reduced resources/memory.

Related Information
Vertically scale FreeIPA instances

Vertically scaling instance types

Change the instance type

Ensure HBase populates pre-existing object storage data

Cloudera Operational Database (COD) databases store data in cloud storage. The location of the data is stored in
cloud storage is defined by the data access cloud storage location in the CDP environment and the COD database
name .

When a COD database is dropped, any data stored in the cloud storage is not dropped. You must delete the data
separately if you no longer need it. If a COD database is created against a cloud storage location which already
contains COD data from a previous instance of COD, COD will automatically re-create the tables with the
corresponding data in the new COD instance. Multiple COD databases must not refer to the same cloud storage
location as this will cause data loss and data corruption.

If a COD database is created using the same name against a cloud data access storage location, which already
contains COD data from a previous instance of COD, COD will automatically re-create the tables with the
corresponding data in the new COD instance.

About custom table coprocessors

You can add table coprocessors so that HBase can run custom code on the server side against the stored data and filter
local minimum or maximum value during ingestion without scanning the entire table.

You can use built-in table coprocessors from the upstream HBase releases. COD supports custom table coprocessors,
which you can implement and extend from HBase coprocessors’ interfaces.

You can add custom table coprocessors into the HBase tables or remove them from HBase tables, also obtain a list of
coprocessors with its status on the COD environment.

You must ensure that:

• You have the CDP CLI setup.
• You have uploaded the JAR file (custom coprocessor) to a remote location that the COD instance can access.

Important:  This feature is in Technical Preview and is not ready for production deployment. Cloudera
encourages you to explore these technical preview features in non-production environments and provide
feedback on your experiences.

Add custom coprocessors into HBase tables

You can execute the following steps to add custom table coprocessors into the HBase table.

1. Upload your custom coprocessor to a remote location. For example, S3.
2. Run the following add-coprocessor command to add a specific coprocessor using its canonical class name.

# add table-level coprocessor
cdp opdb add-coprocessor \
--environment ENVIRONMENT \ 
--database DATABASE  \
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--table-name TABLE_NAME \ 
--coprocessor-canonical-name COPROCESSOR_CANONICAL_NAME \
[--coprocessor-location-url COPROCESSOR_LOCATION_URL] \
[--coprocessor-args COPROCESSOR_ARGS]

Remove custom coprocessors from HBase tables

Run the following command to remove the custom coprocessors from the HBase tables.

1. Run the following remove-coprocessor command to remove a specific coprocessor using its canonical class
name.

# remove table-level coprocessor
cdp opdb remove-coprocessor \
--environment ENVIRONMENT \
--database DATABASE \
--table-name TABLE_NAME \
--coprocessor-canonical-name COPROCESSOR_CANONICAL_NAME \
[--force] \
[--no-force]

Obtain a list of coprocessors from a COD environment

Run the following command to obtain a list of coprocessors from a COD environment.

1. Run the following list-coprocessors command to obtan a list of all the added coprocessors.

# Get a list of coprocessors with its status on the COD environment
cdp opdb list-coprocessors \
--environment ENVIRONMENT \
--database DATABASE \
[--table-name TABLE_NAME] \
[--command-id COMMAND_ID]

Verify table coprocessors in HBase tables

After you add or remove the table coprocessors through CDP CLI, you can verify whether they are added
successfully.

1. Open the HBase UI from the Cloudera Manager.
2. Click User Tables under Tables.
3. Check the coprocessors details in the Description column for the respective HBase tables.

Related Information
Coprocessor Introduction

Managing custom images in COD

You can customize a default image for compliance or security reasons. You can then use the CDP CLI to register
a custom image catalog and set the custom image within the custom image catalog. Later, you can use this custom
image to create an operational database.

To know more about the custom images, see Custom images and image catalogs.

Related Information
Custom images and image catalogs
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Creating a database using a custom image
Cloudera Operational Database (COD) allows you to create a database using a custom image for compliance or
security purposes. You can inherit pre-installed packages or software libraries from the custom image while creating
an operational database.

Before you begin

• You must download and install the latest CDP CLI beta version.
• You must have a working CDP environment.
• You must ensure that the custom image resides in your CDP environment.

Procedure

1. Run the following command to create a database using a custom image.

cdp opdb create-database --environment <env_name> --database <database-name> --
image < "id" : <image_id>, "catalog" : <catalog_name>>

Parameter value Description

<env_name> Name of the environment that holds the new database.

<database-name> Name of the new database for which you want to use the custom
image.

<image_id> Image ID of the database image.

<catalog_name> Name of the database image catalog.

For example,

cdp opdb create-database --environment-name cod-7215 --database-name tes
tdb --image '{"id":"78aeac7f-4a37-4395-a270-833d655c20fb", "catalog":"cdp-
default"}'

2. Verify that the database creation is successful for the same image.

Navigate to the Data Hub Clusters service or to the  Management Console  Data Hub Clusters , and click the
Image Details tab of the newly created Data Hub cluster.

Upgrading a database using a custom image
You can upgrade an existing database using a custom image. The database inherits the packages and software
libraries of the custom image, and is upgraded to the provided database image.

Before you begin

• You must download and install the latest CDP CLI beta version.
• You must have a working CDP environment.
• You must ensure that the custom image resides in your CDP environment.
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Procedure

1. Run the following commands sequentially to upgrade a database using a custom image.

a. cdp opdb upgrade-database --environment <env_name> --database <database_name>
--image-id=string

b. cdp opdb upgrade-database --environment <env_name> --database <database_name>
--image-id=string --os-upgrade-only

Parameter value Description

<env_name> Name of the environment that holds the existing database.

<database_name> Name of the existing database for which you want to use the custom
image.

--image-id Image ID of the database image to which the existing database is
upgraded.

--os-upgrade-only Only perform an Operating System upgrade.

For example,

cdp opdb upgrade-database --environment cod-7216-micro3 --database tempd
b12 --image-id a188a3d7-067f-42f1-9b89-16d40faab24c

cdp opdb upgrade-database --environment cod-7216-micro3 --database tempd
b12 --image-id a188a3d7-067f-42f1-9b89-16d40faab24c --os-upgrade-only

2. Verify that the database upgrade is successful for the same image.

Navigate to the Data Hub Clusters service or to the  Management Console  Data Hub Clusters , and click the
Image Details tab of the upgraded Data Hub cluster.

Switching image catalogs in COD
You can switch the image catalog of an existing operational database. You may want to switch the image catalog for a
database to restrict which Runtime version can be upgraded to, or to move to custom images for an existing database.

Before you begin

• You must download and install the latest CDP CLI beta version.
• You must have a working CDP environment.
• You must ensure that the custom image resides in your CDP environment.

Procedure

1. Run the following command to switch an image catalog of an existing database.

cdp opdb update-database --environment <env_name> --database <database_name> --
catalog <catalog_name>

Parameter value Description

<env_name> Name of the environment that holds the existing database.

<database_name> Name of the existing database for which you want to switch the
image catalog.
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Parameter value Description

<catalog_name> Name of the image catalog that you want to update for the database.

For example,

cdp opdb update-database --environment-name cod-7216-micro2 --database-n
ame testdb --catalog v3dev-1

2. Verify that the image catalog switching is successful for the database.

Navigate to the Data Hub Clusters service or to the  Management Console  Data Hub Clusters , and click the
Image Details tab of the updated Data Hub cluster.

Enabling HBase region canary

You can enable the HBase canary, which is an optional service, to monitor the health of the HBase RegionServer.

About this task

COD provides the CLI option --enable-region-canary to add the HBase canaries to monitor the RegionServer health.
You can use this option while creating an operational database using COD CLI.

The HBase canaries are added under the HBase service in the Cloudera Manager. You can view them under  Cloudera
Manager  HBase Service  Configuration tab .

Before you begin
Ensure that you have created a CDP environment and is ready to use it.

Procedure

1. Log in to the terminal that has the CDP CLI client installed.

2. Use the following command to enable the HBase region canaries.

cdp opdb create-database --environment-name ENVIRONMENT_NAME --database-name
DATABASE_NAME --enable-region-canary

For example,

cdp opdb create-database --environment-name cdp_7215 --database-name cod_1
 --enable-region-canary

Results
The following HBase canaries are added on the Cloudera Manager UI.

• hbase_region_health_canary_enabled (HBase Region Health Canary)
• hbase_region_health_canary_slow_run_alert_enabled (HBase Region Health Canary Slow Run Alert Enabled)
• hbase_canary_alert_unhealthy_region_percent_threshold (HBase Canary Unhealthy Region Percentage Alert

Threshold)

Related Information
Create database
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